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Abstract7

Consumers react to opportunities. So, given that free trade allows them more alternative8

goods, ¿How come that foreign goods shape consumer choices?. Is it either because of its9

price, consumer‘s income, or their cultural beliefs?. How do it all influence business strategic10

decisions in international markets? The aim of this paper is to analyze the microeconomic11

relationship between utility maximization, and cultural values. In particular, its influence in12

the consumer decisions framework as well as its role for shaping business strategic decisions13

concerning international markets.The methodology is an inductive desk research. It begins14

with the theoretical background about consumer behavior and foreign good demand, as well15

as cultural values impact on business strategy in foreign markets, to conclude that as incomes16

rises and needs step up, consumers get involve in wider social interaction, such that it shapes17

the boundaries of rationality which make cultural values part of the marginal utility of income.18

19

Index terms— consumer decisions, cultural values, preferences, utility maximization, imported goods,20
strategic management.21

1 Introduction22

hile the utility maximization the oryconsiders consumers as efficient decision makers, other theories explain their23
behavior with the influence of psychological and neo economics variables, aimed to a ”better off” second best24
decisions status, instead of a pure maximization purpose.25

The main stream theoretical microeconomics frame worker quires to keep qualitative variables as given (tastes26
and culture), in order to understand the influence of quantitative variables (Price and income), in consumer27
decisions and utility maximization. Besides, given a predictable time span starting from early consumptions28
stages, moving forward to those one at the retirement age from the labor force, permanent income set a life cycle29
pattern of expenditure behavior. Modigliani and Brumberg (1954).30

On the other side, the ”better off” status, is focus on both qualitative and subjective variables, (consumer31
mood, tastes, cultural variables, perceptions, intuition, Self esteem), deeply connected with psychology, and lately32
with the Neuro economics field and the implications for consumer behavior of brain reactions, assuming all those33
structural variables which provide a sense of inclusiveness and identity with in society (tradition, social mobility,34
status, engagement and the like) as given. Marim (2016).35

Moreover, behavioral economics suggest that consumers don’t always follow the expected path, about36
rationality as anticipated by the economic theory. (Thaler, 2015). This bias may be explained by the nature of37
the rationality assumptions, which seem to be restrictive to a specific setting about the influence of qualitative38
variables (tastes), but also because of the unexpected nature of human behavior. ??Brook (2012).39

As a practical matter, cultural values represents an exogenous common ground for consumer decisions, which40
in the long run provides the essential framework for other values to develop, such as stability, the rule of law,41
honesty, transparency, solidarity, ethics, making of its influence to become unavoidable over time. Marim (2016).42
However, consumers are not fully aware of all of them in the short run although they are essential to increase43
their welfare level throughout the life time span.44
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4 A) THE CONSUMER THEORY: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Thus, given any specific situation in the short run about prices and income, rationality behavior may not seems45
obvious in day by day consumers decisions as long they have different perceptions about daily events, ??Levinson46
(2007), or they may be constrained by a structure setting or context which rationality depends on, (Tversky and47
Kahneman (1974)), ??igerenger and Goldstein (1996), Kahneman (2003). But in the long run it is hard to think48
of persistent irrational behavior. Besides, as individuals have uncertainty, they realize that the way to solve such49
a situation it is to think about the best outcome they expect to get in the long run in which rational adaptation50
over time, is less costly than deviation from it. Marim (2016) Therefore, the bounded rationality for consumers51
is the expected situation about quality and value they face in the short run, given good prices and their income52
levels. This is different to both: constraint on their short run firms´ s performance, and,53

? The psychological underlying of economic decisions proposed in the 18 th and 19 th century, which considered54
rationality to be influenced by the structure arising from external factors. Gigerenger et al ??1996), Tversky et.55
al ??1974), Kahneman (2003) ??amson (2004).56

Thus, one thing is the uncertainty for consumption, another one is the uncertainty for business. In the57
former very much of it deals with price and income trends, although in the long run, prices decrease and income58
increase. The real uncertainty for consumers is about quality and value, such that income shapes the boundaries59
of rationality. No matter that specificity about uncertainty, the rational foundation of homo economicus has been60
challenged, as well as the hypothesis that behavior is only based on information.61

The Behavior Economics suggest that human decisions are influenced by context and social influences. Thaler62
(2015). Emotions, cognitive biases, and social setting, are all influencing individual behavior. (Brooks, 2012).63
Therefore, the Consumer preferences are not only a matter of tastes, but they are also influenced by culture64
and norms, which differs across societies as it does the institutions they are part of. North (2001), Samson65
(2014), Marim (2016). How all the above argument is affected by free trade?. When the economy is open to66
international trade, some questions arises about consumer decisions: ¿What is it the stand of microeconomics67
theory, about the cultural framework influencing consumers demand for foreign goods?.¿ Is it either a cultural68
or an economics choice, which lead to buy foreign goods? ¿How does culture-side of consumer behavior influence69
strategic management decision in international markets?70

The purpose of this paper is to look for preliminary answer to those questions, providing a theoretical71
explanation concerning the implications of marginal utility analysis as income increase over time, ultimately72
influencing the substitution of domestic goods for imported ones. Besides, the empirical evidence about cultural73
values and its relationship with consumer behavior is analyzed, as well as a selected research which fit in the74
proposed explanative model.75

2 II.76

3 Methodology77

The methodology applied considers the Marginal Utility maximization model, and its important side step78
implications:79

? The Revealed Preference theory, provide the evidence to include foreign goods into the optimal good bundle80
to widen up its diversification profile, once the economy follow a free trade policy.81

? Income has an endogenous dimension settle in through its marginal utility. So, as income rise and needs82
become more complex, it allows consumers to engage in different social cultural interaction, which lead the83
Marginal utility of Income, to shape their rationality boundaries and behavior. ? The economic approach to84
consumer behavior ??Becker,1976), provide support to new cultural values arising endogenously from the marginal85
utility of full income, which lead to the both saving time, and small size family culture, making of cultural values86
a relevant part of consumer behavior. ? The business strategic decision before going into international markets87
must identify the most profitable income segment as a proxy of its cultural bias.88

This paper has three sections, (a), The consumer theory: Theoretical background and implications, (b)89
Consumer and imported goods: A synthesis (c) Consumer behavior and cultural values: Selected empirical90
evidence which fit the model, and concluding remarks.91

4 a) The Consumer Theory: Theoretical Background92

The classical microeconomic approach started with a theoretical proposal about marginal utility, subjective value93
theory, human behavior and individual consumption made between 18 th and the 19 th century Gossen (1810-94
1858). The Marginal revolution with prominent theorists such as Jevons, (1871), Menger, (1871) and Walras95
(1874), settle down the foundation of the neoclassical schools about marginal utility. Marshall (1890) developed96
a better framework with the analytics of the demand and supply curve. Hicks (1939) set the setting to analyze97
changes in price and income. However, a more systematic approach about consumer theory, started out with the98
identification of some pattern followed by consumer behavior. The first formal consumer choice theory (1960),99
was based on the assumptions of rational behavior, but taking into account that consumer choices, do not always100
fit that pattern because of cultural variables. Besides, although constrained to the organization performance, the101
bounded rationality concept was already in place. Simon (1957).102

However, Becker with his Economic approach to consumer behavior (1976), considered rational consumers103
not only focused on final goods, but also in the process of spending real income in activities with different104
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combinations of time and goods as necessary inputs to produce them. So, consumers behave like producers105
mixing their cultural beliefs and dilemmas.106

Johnson, (1966), and Chiswick (1967), made further advances, widen up the alternative set for consumers107
decisions, adding up the time spend at work. Therefore, given that time had a cost (indirect one), both at work108
and at home, consumer behavior even within their rational boundaries (price and income), is not isolated from109
external influences. Thus, as time become an input, optimal choices are more complex than the conventional two110
goods bundles. The implication is that the allocation of time, as well as the marginal utility of income, became111
relevant to understand the complexity of consumer decision making process. Moreover, cultural issues like home112
activities organization, fertility decisions, education and training, job quality search, and leisure demand at113
work become essential to consumer decisions not only in terms of resources allocation but also concerning the114
maximization of full income and its marginal utility. ??Becker, 1976).115

In the seventies, began a different school of thought the so called Prospect theory, which proposed that116
decisions are not always optimal, but they instead depend on context. Tversky and Kahneman (1974). All of117
these developments, led to the following categories of research about consumers. Mowen (1998), Spencer et. al118
(2004).119

? Identify consumer behavior categories. (a); Decision making about choice as a rational behavior (b);120
Emotions, needs, desires, and innovation pattern, (c), External influence in consumer choice, to override their121
rationality and emotions. The most prominent in this field, has been the Behavior economics theory.122

? The state of the art about consumer theory, which identifies strengths and weakness concerning the research123
done about it up to the eighties. Sheth ? The allocation of time theory and its approach to consumer behavior,124
is in a different brunch, the so called the New approach to Consumer (Producer) Theory. Becker (1962 ??ecker (125
.1976). Becker (1962), ??ohnson (1966), Chiswick (1967), Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell (1968), Oort (1969), De126
Serpa (1971), De Donnea (1972), and Evans(1972), expanded the nature of consumer choices, making clear that127
it is not just about goods, but also about time and its value, which make the productivity of time in consumption,128
as relevant as the productivity of time at work, to get the optimal goods combination. Astroza (2012). In these129
model, consumer evaluates alternative options before making any decisions, setting that choice within a specific130
time and place framework somehow shaping a set of cultural profiles such as, the weekend to watch movies, late131
afternoon or early morning to go on jogging, part time schooling, women part time jobs, and so on, leading all132
to the saving time culture.133

The economic approach to consumer behavior ??Becker,1976), implied to set a different culture framework134
(time is money, small size family, e-learning, shopping mall), which made of economics the source of new cultural135
values for the sake of maximization purposes such that they fit within the rational behavior making them essential136
part of it. It follows that in this approach, culture values and consumer behavior are within the same optimization137
framework throughout diversification and adjustment to changing relative prices and income. But as cultural138
values setting are given in the short run, and quite stable in the long run, consumers worry mainly about their139
expected increase in income and expected average prices decrease.140

As prices are within the microeconomics field, income is highly correlated with the GDP growth and the141
macroeconomics field. Thus, as consumers end ups to be depending upon both prices and disposal income they142
both primarily shape their rationality. Thus, with an economic depression, both prices and incomes fall. In the143
former case it falls because of lack of demand, while in the later, it falls because lack of employment. So, even144
though it would be irrational not to buy cheaper goods, it is perfectly rational as long as the individual does not145
have a job which to get income from. It follows that in the short run, price and income rationality may go in146
different directions. On the other side, while the economy is in the expansion cycle, both prices and incomes rise,147
in the former case, because of higher demand and wage cost, while in the later one because of higher employment.148
So, while it is irrational to buy more expensive good, it is perfectly rational to do so, as long as income is higher.149
So, both income and prices fluctuates over time, but in the long run both settled down on its expected path of150
price declining and income rising. The implications of this pattern, is that consumers adjust their behavior, to151
short run circumstances such as recessions or expansion, but in the long run they adapt themselves to income152
trend. So, if the economy is in a recession high income consumer adjust their consumption, to the expected153
impact of it in their long run permanent income. Perez ( ??021 The conventional model, seems very effective154
to captures the reality of consumer day by day. Utility maximization comes out as the consequence of price155
changes, given the disposable income which is the constraint maximization is subject to. To the extent that it156
is fully spend, the expected outcome is the diversified basket goods which make of diversification a cultural bias157
concerning risks behavior.158

But there is also a price consideration. As utility increase at a decreasing rate, there is no way to pay the159
same price for goods whose value is lower, unless prices also decreases, such that the higher real income; allow to160
buy more of other alternative goods, with higher marginal utility. It all leads to get into the basket, the proper161
amount of each good, up to the point of getting the optimal combination for utility maximization.162

The standard conditions for a consumer with two alternative goods to chose from (x1, x2), as well as its163
marginal utility conditions are as follow: Mc Closkey (1982)???? ?? ??? (???, ???) = ?? ??? * ???? ????(1)????164
?? ??? (???, ???) = ?? ??? * ???? ????(2)165

Equation ( 1) and ( 2) say that Marginal Utility of good x?, (MgUx?), and Marginal utility of Good x?166
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4 A) THE CONSUMER THEORY: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

(MgUx?), depends on its quantities, and it must be equal to the Marginal utility of Income(MgUI) multiplied by167
each good price.168

However, consumer must stay on its budget line, so it is no feasible to be over or under it. Thus:?? = ?????169
??? + ????? ???(3)170

The marginal utility theory of consumer´s choice is set up by these equations; (1) ( 2) and ( 3).The marginal171
utility of Income arise from expenditure on both initial goods. The three equations become a condition for its172
maximization;???? ?? ??? /?? ??? = ???? ?? ???/ ?? ??? = ???? ????(4)173

Equation ( 4), means that with available income and relative prices, each consumer maximize their utility,174
diversifying their choices staying away from specialization, but a combination of all available ones.175

Making the rearrangement and leaving aside the MgUI, equation (4), becomes:????/ (?? ??? ?????) = ????/176
(?? ??? ?????)(5)177

Equation ( 5) says that, given the prices of goods, the consumer must get equivalent utility increases with178
each additional amount of goods, keeping total utility constant. When the consumer has reached equilibrium,179
the lower utility from fewer goods, must be balanced with higher utility of more goods, as he /she moves along180
the budget lines. . Rearranging the equation ( 5):?? ??? ?? ??? = ?? ??? ?? ??? (6) Which, implies ? ??181
???/?? ??? = ? ?? ???/?? ???(7)182

Equation (7) indicates that consumers set their marginal valuation of any of the two additional good equal to183
the slope of the budget line, (the relative prices), in order to get the combination of goods which maximize their184
utility.185

Either good may be an imported one with lower price (-Î?”P), inducing an increase in its demand (+Î?”X),186
assuming stable exchange rate (E=1), free market competition. Besides there is not government intervention,187
such as, tariffs, subsidies, specific taxes, which lead to consumer to lose their gains arising from trade. Thus,188
choosing a foreign good is a perfectly attainable bundle of goods, among those available at consumer disposal.189
Rojas-Mendez, Chapa (2020). However, the conventional theories explains mainly the demand situation for two190
domestic goods, leaving aside considerations about cultural values.191

The next step is to get the demand curve, which may be derived by the following two alternative procedures:192
a. To maximize utility subject to a budget constraint it gets the Marshallian demand curve: ?? = ð�??”ð�??” (??,193

As prices decreases the purchased amount of any good increases. This is the Law of demand. But, the194
underlying relationship between price and quantity requires some additional remarks: a. From equation ( 4),195
there is a link between price and value (proxy for utility). Thus, beyond a certain amount of any good whose196
value is decreasing, consumer does not want such useless good even whether it is free. It follows that the law of197
demand, explain the price reaction of consumers toward good whose relative value is decreasing, setting a lower198
limit to the price they are wiling to pay. Therefore, prices and values, moves in the same direction.b. Goods of199
high value are within the area of the consumer surplus, which means that as the value of any good increase, so200
it will be its price. Alternatively, as consumer demand goods with higher value, they are willing to pay higher201
price. This is the Law of Value, which is derived from the marginal utility of income set in equation ( 4). c.202
The expenditure decision is a reliable proxy for consumer preferences. When it comes about the law of demand,203
prices matter, but when it come about the law of value, income matter.204

d. Imported goods are left out of the optimal bundle. However, the revealed preference theory, make clear that205
imported goods become an alternative within the consumers preferences. e. The revealed preference approach,206
make the law of demand a fact of consumer choice either for domestic or imported goods. So, measurable utility207
is not a condition to get the quantity demanded of any good, either domestic or imported.-208

The Revealed preference Theory (Samuelson 1938), make of consumer choices a logical sequence after changes209
in prices and real income. There are two version of it: the weak (WARP), and the stronger assumption of revealed210
preferences (SARP).211

The WARP (weak axiom of revealed preferences), says that whether consumer buy regularly a good ”B”,212
despite other alternative available (good ”C”), within their budget attainable area, it is because ”B” is preferred213
to ”C”.-214

The SARP, says that given the real income, when there is changes in relative prices, which allow a different215
combination of goods, it works the transitivity theorem, which means that if ”good A” arising from the new216
relative price is preferred to ”good B”, and ”good B” is preferred to ”Good C”, then ”good A” is preferred to ”217
C”. Samuelson (1938), Mc Closkey (1982), and Romero (2014) Given that consumers in Stage (0) has at their218
disposal, two goods (??? ?????? ???), but in stage (1) also has imported goods (???)to add into their goods219
bundles, it follow that:220

The consumer in stage (0), has two domestic produced goods ”???” ?????? ”???”, with ”?????” and ”Px?”221
respectively spending all of their income (I) in bundle (?? 1 , 2 ), to get the utility maximizing condition. So,222
given that while ”???” lead consumer to stay on the budget line, spending all of their available income, while223
”???” is also available but it is below their budget boundaries, consumer will chose ”???” ???????? ”???”??? ?224
?? ??? ???(9)225

From equation ( 9), it follows that consumer has revealed their preference for bundle ”???”, in which all of their226
income is spend, instead of spending in ”???”, whose expenditure is below the feasible expenditure area.????? =227
????? ??? ? ????? < ????? ???(10)228

Consumers reveal their preference for ”???”instead”???”. This is the Weak axiom of revealed preference229
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(WARP), as long as the consumer decisions is concern, given that ??? was also available but the expenditure the230
consumer is willing to make on it, is less than the income available.231

But, how all of this situation would change whether the economy engages in a free trade policy?232
This leads the situation to the following stage (1). With free trade imported good (?? 3 ), which has lower233

prices than its domestic substitute let say X?. The new compensated budget line, create a different set of choice234
for goods (?? 3 , ?? 2 ). So it does make possible for consumer, to increase their goods bundle, adding up235
imported goods. Given a compensated change in prices, ????? = ????? ??? which means the ”???” is still236
available, but at a higher price (????? > ?????).237

Therefore, the budget situation becomes:????? = ????? ???, ????? < ????? ???(11)238
Therefore, given both ????? = ?? ??? ???, and price compensated expenditures (11), ????? < ?????. It means239

that while ????? expenditures, are in the new compensated budget line ???? 2 is within the former expenditure240
zone. Therefore, its utility curve is below than that one of ???.?? ??? ??? < ????????(12)241

Rearranging terms and adding up expression (12) leads to:????? ??? ? ????? ??? < 0(13)242
It leads to: ???????? < 0243
where ???? = (????? ? ?? ???) ?????? (???? = ??? -???) (244
Condition ( 14), says that given everything else constant, imported goods available at lower prices than245

domestic ones, will change the goods bundle, such that consumers increase their demand for those foreign goods.246
This is the Strong assumption of revealed preferences, which applying the transitivity theorem, it means that247
if imported good (”???”) is preferred to (???”) ??????, (”???”) preferred to (”???”), then(”???”) is preferred to248
(”???”). Where (???), is the imported good which substitute (?? 1 ), but (???), is the remaining domestic one.249

Therefore, based upon expenditures on ?? 3 which fit consumer preferences, its demand curve arise from250
it. This outcome, allow to connect rational behavior of utility maximization, with real expenditures decisions,251
Romero (2014). In other words, it is not necessary the utility function, neither to get the demand curve for252
domestic nor imported goods. As equation (13) suggest, it is sufficient to have expenditures on such a good (”??253
3 ”), or for this matter any imported goods, to get its demand given their income level.254

5 III.255

The Marginal Utility of Income:256
Personal Needs Step up Equation ( 5), which leaves aside the marginal utility of income, miss the general257

microeconomic setting for understanding the consumer choices within a wider format concerning domestic and258
imported good, and its link to the expected income trend. So, while prices stabilize in the long run, income259
levels trend is to increase, which make consumer choices over time, dependent upon income changes. This is260
what has made of the macroeconomic theories of consumption (Keynes (1936), Duesenberry, (1937), Modigliani,261
et al (1954) and Friedman (1957), a starting point for policy making about aggregate spending. Perez (2021)262
From consumer‘s point of view, prices solve the choice about alternative goods. Instead, income level widen up263
consumer choices to a more comprehensive and complex understanding of their behavior. Income means to take264
into account the Value Law. Besides, as income rises consumer needs step up making possible wider connection265
with other disciplines, and expanding at the same time the meaning of marginal utility of income, especially in266
the high income consumer segment to shape their behavior and rationality boundaries. It follows that:267

? The ”Law of Value”, refers to qualitative and subjective variables tied up to higher prices (quality, status,268
image, prestige, durability, multi functionality and so on), which higher income can afford, but it also refers to269
the efficiency and quality of transactions, which lead to the perceived quality of the deal . Thaler (2015). ? The270
”Law of Value” says that as income levels increase, and so it does the expected value attached to any good the271
higher the price which consumer will be willing to pay. ? In other words, it is perfectly rational for a consumer;272
to pay higher prices for goods and its perceived high value, should incomes levels allow them to do so. Levinson273
and Pen (2007).274

The implications the Law of Value for business strategic decisions in foreign markets are that it should focus275
on increasing the value endowment of each good the firm is planning to put into those markets. Therefore, their276
best strategy becomes to concentrate on high income consumer where its benefits will come from.277

Moreover, higher income level allows different social interaction which it creates new needs, so the culture278
values become more influential on consumer behavior. Levinston, et. al (2007) Maslow proposed that as incomes279
rises, needs step up from the basic to the more advanced stage. High income people‘s need are the status,280
prestige, ego and self realization, different to those in low income levels within the basic stage level. As equation281
(4) suggest, this different position in the income scale, make them to have different marginal utility of income.282
While high income consumers, get the most of their marginal utility of income, choosing a wider variety of good283
from abroad at their own style, low income consumers marginal utility of income deal with the ability to get done284
the basic daily needs.285

Therefore, as consumer thinks of value more in relative than absolute terms, (Thaler, 2015), the relative income286
framework allows the demand fragmentation, which moves consumers away from standardization for the sake of287
getting the highest marginal utility of their relative income. This outcome explain on the one side the demand for288
luxury cars, private planes, first class tickets for long distance flight, fashion design clothes, gourmet restaurants,289
antiques, jewelries, smart watch, sophisticated cell phones, on demand product, branding, and the likes, with290
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6 CONSUMERS AND IMPORTED GOODS: A SYNTHESIS

high quality on its transaction process, which lead business to identify these high profit cosmopolitan consumer,291
as a target for its strategy in foreign markets. Rojas-Mendez, Chapa, (2020).292

Thus, as income increases, it improves its relative stance, such as to widen up consumer options for better293
quality goods with high value endowment, shaping consumer behavior, as well as the boundaries of rationality.294
Ariely (2008). There is a strong relationship, between the Law of value, its more complex needs as well as295
its ordinal sequence. As consumers moves into higher income segment, their value assessment become more296
decisive, which it allows consumer to reach out other subjective variables such as solidarity, consciousness, brand297
loyalty, prestige and the like which make the cultural setting a component of social behavior. Goldschmidt (2012)298
Moreover, the relative income hypothesis, (Dussenberry, 1937), does make consumer to compare themselves with299
all those in the same income branch before deciding what to buy, whether they are at home or abroad. Therefore,300
imported goods whose relative value endowment (Brand, prestige, status and the likes), is higher than domestic301
goods, whose transaction cost is lower and its efficiency is higher, it increases the marginal utility of relative302
income.303

Relative Income becomes the driver, for consumer to look up for more sophisticated needs, connecting cultural304
values with a variety of different goods (foreign, green, organic, diet goods). So, when business face consumer305
choices in international markets, they all need to focus on is in Consumer Income and its expected trend over306
time, as the proxy for cultural values and it meaning for consumer choices. However, the income segmentation in307
countries like the EU; USA, East Asian Countries, or Japan, are quite different to the LDC countries or emerging308
economics which have both lower average income levels, a wider income gap, which suggest a cultural gap.309

So, back to equation ( 4), the maximization of marginal utility from basic goods, is directly related to the310
marginal utility of income at the stage 0 as it fulfill basic needs. In so doing, income is the absolute constraint.311
However, as income rise up over time to the following stages (??1 ? . , ???? ? 1), the scope of its marginal utility312
grows wider reaching out to more Therefore, as free trade makes available imported goods, in these advanced313
stages they becomes an alternative to domestic expensive good, because its substitution elasticity is high. The314
expected value endowment of foreign goods, make of the marginal utility of income the driver for consumer315
decisions. So from equation ( 4), it follows that:316

? As long as the foreign goods have better value endowment, higher income consumer will prefer to buy them,317
because they can both afford to do so, and those goods provide them a higher marginal utility of their income318
(prestige, status, style, sophistication, elegance). ? Foreign Goods Subjective Values becomes like a superior319
good such that the higher the income level, the higher its share on consumer choices. So, as incomes increase320
over time it shapes different consumer behavior pattern as well as their rational boundary to do so.321

IV.322

6 Consumers and Imported Goods: a Synthesis323

International trade means a wider variety of goods available at lower prices, and on average, with higher quality324
standard. Besides, trade does not only mean lower price for imported goods, buy also an increase in income325
levels over time, which can be allocated to a mix of domestic and foreign goods, leading to a substitution and326
income effect respectively. Thus, over time both effects lead to buy more imported goods. The strength of both327
effects for imported goods, depend upon a wider variety of variables starting with prices differences, relatives328
incomes, as well as those qualitative value attributes (quality, technology, service, brand), as differential factors,329
which high income consumers are willing to pay for. However, as far as the Equation ( 4) is concern, the income330
effect becomes stronger as income grows over time.331

From equation ( 4) it comes out an income and a cultural gap. Those consumers on the top of income level,332
have values and cultural setting, different from those at the bottom, because the focus of their expenditure on333
this income stage (Stage 0), is on basic goods (foods), and their incomes effects from cheaper imported goods is334
lower. So, their pattern behavior is different. Ariely (2008).335

Furthermore, in case that technological change is faster abroad than at home, it means imported goods may336
be designed to save time for the sake of its productivity in consumption reinforcing its demand, because it allows337
more time for leisure, family, friends, recreation, entertainment, and the like; all of which lead to increase in338
consumer welfare levels, due to a more efficient allocation of time. ??Becker 1976).339

Equation (13) suggests that imported goods fit within the optimization framework. Foreign goods have340
attached qualitative attributes, which expand the meaning and scope of relative income and goods value341
maximization. Relative Income becomes a decisive variable in consumption decision, concerning the expected342
demand for value, as well as the cultural meaning attached to it. Levisnton (2007), Thaler (2015).343

Thus, in Latin America economies, with low average incomes levels, the scope of culture values and its impact344
on consumer decisions is more limited. Low income consumer, do not demand goods based on style, image or345
prestige. To do so, they need to have higher income. These differences have to be considered when it comes to346
make comparatives studies, to make of the impact of cultural variables a more reliable reference. Rojas-Mendez-347
Chapa (2020)348

V.349
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7 Cultural Values and Consumer Choice: Selected Empirical350

Evidence351

Cultural values are considered to be a different branch of consumer behavior, mainly within the area of phycology.352
Schiff man (2005), Kotler (2008). However, there is important evidence which support cultural values influencing353
the assessment that consumers make, as well as their behavior and rationality about their decisions. Heinrich354
(2000), Levinson (2007), Goldschmidt (2012), Samson (2014) and Marim (2016). Rojas-Mendez, Chapa (2020).355

Thus, the case about the relevance of healthy food to get better quality of life, it makes those organics goods356
worth to pay higher prices. Its marginal utility is on the one side, attached to the marginal improvement in the357
quality of the diet the consumer look for. On the other, it increases the marginal utility of higher income as it358
gets a higher value due to better quality of life over time.359

Moreover, it is important to make a distinction between cultural values as a matter of tastes and preferences360
arising from incomes levels, (social interactions), and cultural values as a matter of a structural setting arising361
from inherited cultural values, beliefs and ideas which are the core of a society. These setting are the boundaries362
which individuals live into. It includes the status of women, average education level, literacy, inequality and363
poverty, access to banks services, gender gap, law and institutions, state of consciousness about key issues,364
religions values, Racial discrimination, individual characteristics (average height, weight, size), the relevance of365
merits and incentives, languages profile, and the like. Marim (2016) Thus, producing washing machines for366
women in Europe must have a different height, compared to that ones made for women in Japan. Alternatively,367
the clothe Consciousness about the environment, mean consumers to expect pro environment seal on the good368
they buy.369

Besides, the public policy about healthy food, may lead to lower consumption of fast food, as it is the campaign370
to get rid of tobacco, to keep seat belts on while driving, to drink sugar free soft drinks, or to use free hand371
devices for cell phones while driving a car, all of them defining a way of life, any individual want to be part of. It372
is well known the relevance of both public and cable TV commercial, on consumer choices. Therefore, there are373
two cultural forces acting on consumer behavior a. The structural inherited cultural setting, which defines the374
institutional boundary consumers belong to. b. The individual cultural preferences, arising from higher income375
and its marginal utility, as a determinant of their expenditures. (prestige, image, status and the like). So, as far376
as consumer choices are jointly determined by (a) and (b), each one has its share in their final decision to buy or377
not any good either domestic or imported one. In doing so and as far as it is less costly to adapt than to deviate378
from them, the scope of rational behavior reach out to subjective values which become endogenous variables to379
count on consumer decisions.380

Therefore, consumer behavior is a complex field about human choices with a multidisciplinary set of381
determinants, which requires a deeper and broader attention to other disciplines beyond economics, such as382
anthropology, sociology, social psychology and ecology. Heinrichs (2000) Levinson (2007), Marim (2016). At the383
same time the institutions as a public good provider (law, policies, rules), also fit into the consumer behavior384
format. North, (2001).385

There are different models to explain the influence of the cultural setting, such as those in the field of386
transcultural models, and the role of languages. Osgood (1967). A significance research has been done since387
early seventies about it starting from the USA cultural profiles, leading to criticism about ethnocentrism bias388
(every one need to learn English), misleading the significance of other key variables. Spence ret. al (2004).389
However, the justification for this kind of trans cultural studies, is within the area of international marketing,390
as firms go into global market, and its first requirement becomes to know the consumer characteristics before391
setting its business target.392

Moreover, to shape their behavior consumer face multiple types of influence, such as those linked to their393
income and prices constraint as internal influence ??Becker (1976)), and those linked to the particular cultural394
framework as external influence, which their choices are madefrom (Marim (2016)). Individual behavior is shape395
by this two channels either directly (marketing mix) or indirectly (cultural setting), leading to higher preferences396
for specific kind of goods (expensive imported goods, organic goods, sugar free and the like), all of them beyond397
the basic price setting, and more on the side of value and income available.398

It follows that with income gap between the high income and low income segment, it is not possible for399
international business to assume market homogeneity, but to set on each one its own target. Rojas-Mendez, et.400
al ??2020).401

There are two alternative of approaching the dimensions which are determinant of social behavior: Lee (2000)402
proposed, three variables as determinants of social behavior: culture, past experience, and behavior reaction403
to specific perceptions. This last factor may be considered as a proxy of the relationship between perceptions404
with relative income and prices levels, which lead to cultural values to influence consumer behavior. ??pencer,405
et.al (2004), considered the Hofstede model (1991) to study Chinese and Chilean consumers, which lead to the406
conclusion that the cultural setting does influence Chinese consumer behavior and their choices. In particular as407
the equation (4) suggest, 50% of them are willing to pay for expensive foreign goods, and those in the segment of408
higher status, and young urban professionals (yuppies), have remarkable preferences for foreign goods (Color TV),409
with 62,2% and 50% respectively. Besides as equation ( 13) predicts, 63,5% of the middle class have preferences410
for foreign goods, such as air conditioner with 14,9% and 30,8% respectively, as well as the life insurance programs411
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from foreign companies (41, 9 % and 40% respectively). All of which is a signal of admiration for foreign goods,412
and support of xenocentrism. But the Chinese and Chilean consumer decisions about food, transportation, and413
entertainment are all influenced by their relative income, no matter their differences on their cultural settings.414
Thus, following equation (4) it makes clear that equivalent income levels in Chinese or Chilean consumer, lead415
to very alike buying preferences on basic goods. But as income rise both Chinese and Chilean consumers, are416
willing to change although in a difference pattern, their preference toward foreign good to maximize its marginal417
utility.418

There is also the symbolic cultural model, which identifies the influence of regional cultural variables, and its419
ethnocentrism component. ??áramo (1999). In this case consumer behavior is determined by their perception420
about qualitative attributes of any good, whether it is either positive or negative. This is the case of friendly421
environment goods, which consumer may feel engaged with. These models, propose a descriptive relationship422
between cultural variables, and its relevance for consumer behavior. This is so, due to the fact that consumers423
do not lose their condition of being citizens, family members, workers, which provide a multi dimensions set of424
variables, to influence the social interaction within which they make their choices. Rationality does not mean425
to stay over that constraint, but given that none of these cultural variables change in the short run, it proposes426
a path to make possible that in such a case, consumer regular decisions over time, allow a systematic increase427
in their welfare levels. ??orth (2001, pp 34), Marim (2016) A recent paper (Rojas-Mendez et.al ( ??020))428
focused on xenocentrism as predictor of consumer intention to purchase goods following a three stage analysis.429
Starting with Mexican consumers, then the next step to get a cross cultural measure of convergence with their430
Mexican counterparts was to include consumers from three Latin American countries (Equator, Colombia and431
Peru). Finally it considered the Chinese consumers. The working hypothesis was that in the Mexican consumer432
case, xenocentrim represent preferences for foreign goods and dislike for domestic goods, asa signal of a social433
phenomenon associated with the status and the self esteem that foreign goods consumption provide. To check434
xenocentrism bias, a sample of 213 MBA Chinese students (66% females, 34% had not visited a foreign country,435
and 64% were 34 years old), was asked to make an evaluation between 14 domestic brands and 16 foreign ones.436
The outcome validated the admiration toward foreign goods, and the rejection of domestics ones for all product437
categories, which it was consistent with the Triand is three dimension Model (1994), and that one of ??pencer,438
et.al (2004) which followed the Hofstede model.439

As far that admiration may be linked to the expected price -value relationship of selected foreign goods,440
because its higher transaction process efficiency, (payment alternatives, guarantee policies, post service, customer441
management policy), as well as the high value attached to traditional foreign brand, it is consistent with equation442
(13). On the opposite side with lower expectation about price -value relationship, which is the case of massive443
standardized good within the low income status, the lower the xenocentrism and the more likely for Chinese444
consumer to buy domestic goods. Rojas-Mendez, Chapa (2020).445

The Rojas-Mendez et al (2020) paper concludes that consumer with a positive feeling about domestic goods do446
not instantaneously reject the alternative of buying foreign goods. As equation ( 4) suggest this may be explained447
on the one side by their expectations about the long run increase in their income level and its marginal utility in448
foreign goods, as well as the diversification profile of utility maximization .This does not mean to overlook the449
relevance of cultural values. They are within the set of values and beliefs which make self evident in consumer450
preference for diversification. In other words, cultural values do not stay outside the consumer framework but451
they are inside of its maximization purposes although it is not self evident given the individual nature of the452
marginal utility of income.453

As expression (11) suggest, foreign goods increase the marginal utility of income, more so for those consumer454
with high Income. Thus, in the advanced stage of Maslow scale (1943), when ego and self esteem needs become455
the driver for consumers who already have reached that status, it make them an essential part of the business456
strategy for profit. Therefore, as far as xenocentrism means the over valuation of foreign goods attributes, it457
becomes a proxy of its endogenous component (status, image and the like), which increase the marginal utility458
of income leading to higher demand for them. Besides, following equation ( 13), as prices of foreign goods are459
lower than domestic ones, the revealed preference induces higher demand for imported goods.460

Moreover, the dislike component for domestic goods and its replacement for foreign goods, arise from the higher461
value endowment expected from the latter, as a side effect of equation ( 4). This is the case of those imported462
good which provides a signal of style and sophistication to cosmopolitan customers and their self esteem for whom463
to wear a Rolex watch means a symbolic value attached to higher stage of consumption status, which induce to464
buy expensive cars, clothes, jewelry and the like. In fact, there is a positive relationship between cosmopolitanism465
and xenocentrism. Rojas -Mendez -Chapa (2020).466

The lower income consumers may also decide the same path concerning foreign goods as they decide based of467
their relative income, which mean to compare themselves with their foreign counter parts, so they buy foreign468
goods they can afford, like microwaves, TV set, cell phones, medium size cars, tourism and so on. ??pencer469
et.al (2004), Rojas-Mendez, Chapa, (2020). But, this does not mean that those consumer react in the same way470
higher income consumers do, as much as the former are driven by prices, while the later are driven by value.471
Thus for low income consumer demand for foreign goods of higher value, are left out of their bundle precisely472
because those goods are more expensive, quite the opposite to the behavior pattern for higher income consumer473
This make for each income segment a different behavior profile. ??riely474
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Consumers have a mixed cultural dimension profile. They are citizens, family members, and workers. They476
also have values, beliefs, principles, dreams and expectations. So, there are different disciplines whose purpose477
is to explain these values to get a better understanding about their behavior. Neoclassical theory use a utility478
maximization models focusing in prices (Given Income and preferences), as a source of information for consumers479
decisions. However, Incomes deals with social interaction values and as it increase over time, needs step up and480
the marginal utility of Income shapes the boundaries of rationality and the consumer behavior.481

Cultural values represent an exogenous common ground for consumer decisions mostly stable in the short run,482
which in the long run provide cohesiveness to society as the essential framework for other values to develop, such483
as stability, the rule of law, honesty, transparency, solidarity, ethics which consumer are not fully aware of in the484
short run, but it would not be possible to think about increasing the welfare level without consider them in the485
long run. Thus, rationality assumption does not means necessarily to reduce human complexity to cost -benefits486
choices, but to provide a path to make those choices the most valuable one over time. This does not mean to487
overlook the relevance of cultural values. They are part of consumers framework and its maximization purposes,488
mainly through their diversify behavior, as well as the framework they considers to decide the allocation of their489
time between different alternative activities, which lead to new cultural values such as saving time which make490
of them part of the setting for resources optimization.491

Marginal utility of income analysis, provide a consistent explanation how come those social variables get into492
consumer framework, as well as its relevance for their decisions. Besides, it provides an explanation to the Law493
of Value, which shape consumer behavior as it increases over time which leads to preference for high quality494
foreign goods. So, the marginal utility of income it shapes the boundaries of rationality and with it the consumer495
behavior. Moreover, the revealed preference theorem in particular, is a fact-based explanation for consumer to496
demand foreign good. Therefore, to wear a Rolex watch means a symbolic value attached to income and its497
marginal utility, moving up the stage of consumption status, to other foreign goods as it is to buy expensive cars,498
clothes, jewelry and the like.499

When it comes to imported cheaper prices good, lower income consumers, may also decide to buy them as500
they compare themselves with their pairs. Thus, they buy foreign goods like microwaves, TV set, cell phones,501
computers, and so on. But, this does not mean that consumers with a higher share of their expenditures on basic502
goods react in the same way as their counterparts with higher income. Thus, foreign goods of higher value are503
left out of their bundle, precisely because they are more expensive and their income elasticity to foreign goods is504
lower.505

The selected empirical evidence, support the positive relationship between cosmopolitanism and xenocentrism.506
This is consistent with consumer revealed preference for domestic goods, and low levels of xenocentrism, as far as507
it all deal with differences in income levels. Therefore, Microeconomics provides a reliable theoretical explanation508
about consumer decision, cultural values and their behavior, either in case of choosing domestic, foreign goods509
or a mix of them within their bundle. As income goes up, it boots different needs expanding the decision setting510
both to cultural values and with it to the mixed dimensions of consumer behavior widening the boundaries of511
rationality.- 1 2512
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